The future firmly under control
PERI UP – The facade scaffold with T-frames
PERI UPT 72 – The facade scaffold with T-frames
System-supported safety

During the development of this facade scaffold, PERI engineers decided in favour of a T-frame because the application of the system is safe and cost-effective at the same time.

The scaffolders can work safely and quickly on every assembly level through the integrated collective anti-fall safeguards in the system – without rope protection. The guardrail for the next scaffold bay is mounted without any additional parts with the T-frame. PERI UPT 72 is also very economical: lightweight individual components, tool-free erection and reduced walking distances increase the working efficiency while simple and clear procedures reduce the installation costs. Investing in the PERI UP facade scaffold system complete with T-frames means you have the future firmly under control.
Easy and fast handling

With PERI UP you can efficiently deal with the daily tasks on the construction site. Inner guardrails can be mounted on the standards at any time and without tools, diagonals are simply attached to the scaffold recesses and vertically aligned. The front guardrails are installed within seconds from a safe position in the scaffolding. Standard configurations feature a solid 8 m tie pattern - even in the edge areas.

Supplementary accessories also optimize the transport and storage of the system components: one pallet holds 36 T-frames with a volume of 2.3 m³.

No lifting
With the integrated lock against lift off, the deck is immediately secured after being placed in position and moved sideways.

Quickly aligned
The face braces are attached and locked in, positioned through the retaining ring.

Safe working without tools
The guardrails can be mounted easily and quickly – on the inside as well as outside.

All-round safety
End guardrails are mounted from a safe position below.

The PERI UPT 72 frame scaffold provides numerous advantages

- Collective anti-fall protection without any additional components along the entire scaffold level – through the system-related assembly procedure with T-frames
- No tools for the assembly for short erection times and reduced material wear
- Ergonomical and fatigue-free working through lightweight and easy to handle individual components
- Opening and closing of scaffold bays Decks can be removed at any time due to the integrated lock against lift off
- 1-man assembly operations possible up to a 6.50 m working height
- Expandable to 104 cm width up to Load Class 6 with 2.50 m bay widths
PERI's extensive range of services
Comprehensive support for your scaffolding tasks

Customized project solutions
Our services and performance are project-specifically compiled overall concepts which bring our customers decisive competitive advantages. The extensive experience of our engineers results in optimized implementation solutions especially with regard to the economic and safety aspects. We also provide continuous support for the contractors and site management during the entire construction phase and thus ensure optimal utilization of our systems.

Purchasing and financing
PERI offers individual purchase and financing solutions which meet the specific investment requirements. Through the rental of scaffolding systems, PERI also increases the flexibility of the scaffolding contractor by being able to cover peak demands, and thus allowing cost-effective processing of projects.

Logistics and distribution
With storage locations worldwide, we provide our customers with very reliable and flexible deliveries. Our close-knit network of logistics centres ensures close proximity to our customers’ projects with optimized just-in-time deliveries to match the construction progress along with fast material availability. In addition, PERI pallets provide for optimum utilization of storage capacity on construction sites as well as at storage areas. Freight costs are reduced and full compliance with all load-securing requirements.

Training and professional development
At our 4,000 m² training centre in Weissenhorn, as well as at many other locations worldwide we present our complete scaffolding programme – PERI working scaffold, shoring for a wide range of loads and heights, industrial scaffolds as well as our broad spectrum of access possibilities. Here, our customers have the opportunity to learn more about our systems in great detail. In order to consolidate the theoretical knowledge even further, we also offer scaffold assembly training lasting several days as a basis for efficient scaffold erection on the construction site.
Proven in practice

Double safety already in place today
With PERI UP T-frames, both guardrails can also be optionally mounted from a safe position below.

Safety on both sides without additional efforts
The inner guardrail is mounted to the available labyrinth finger, losable small parts are not required.

Flexible in use
After assembly, the decks can also be systematically dismantled and re-installed.

Karl-Heinz Metzger,
Project Manager,
Gerüstbau Paul GmbH,
Frankfurt a.M.

"With PERI UP, potential sources of risk identified in the risk assessment are minimized and remain very manageable. Thus, the facade scaffold can be mounted safely and without additional components with the help of the guardrail in advance. Scaffolding and formwork are compatible, all system components can be rented from PERI. The associated increase in capacity and the comprehensive technical support also help us to handle larger projects without any problems."
PERI International
Your reliable partner worldwide

Competence
With its headquarters, development and production facilities in Weissenhorn, PERI has been a competent and reliable supplier of formwork and scaffolding systems for over 40 years. With over 6,000 employees, 50 subsidiaries and 100 efficient storage locations, PERI serves its customers worldwide with innovative system equipment and a broad range of services related to formwork and scaffolding technology.

Quality
The very latest production facilities along with the expertise of the PERI workforce, efficient operational processes and stringent quality tests guarantee a long service life for all PERI products and systems.

Innovation
Product development at PERI is teamwork: practice-oriented as well as easy and safe to use systems – including numerous PERI patents – which are a result of the collaboration of specialists with huge practical experience as well as from development and production.

The optimal system for all projects and every requirement
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